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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Mario Alessiani

Axolight Float LED Portable Floor
Lamp

Designed by up-and-coming architect, Mario Alessiani, the
Axolight Float LED Portable Floor Lamp is a modern lighting
solution that can adapt to almost any interior. The silhouette
consists of a long slender body that houses the iconic donut-
shaped Float lamp head, with integrated LEDs it produces a
powerful but glare-free downlight that illuminates the floor below.
Not only does the Float Floor Lamp require no cables, allowing it
to be placed in various settings and take up less room, but it also
utilises an IP55 rating which means it can be used in exterior
settings to illuminate your garden or terrace. Whether used in
residential or commercial environments, this unique floor lamp
offers a vast array of possibilities.

The Axolight Float Portable Floor Lamp also features an
integrated 5-step touch dimmer on the lamp head, offering further
personalisation and providing you with a way to create your
desired ambience in your space. This variation of the Float comes
with the cable, hook and shade provided with the standard
multifunctional lamp as well as a 117cm high steel body and
base for the floor lamp, in matching colours. The Float lights are
available in a choice of 5 earthly colours; black, white, blue,
concrete green and mauve dust. The black and concrete green
lamps come with a black colour cable. The white, mauve dust and
blue are paired with a white cable. Each shade has a plastic disk
on the top surface of the shade. The disc is black for the black
shade, white for the white, blue and mauve dust shades and grey
for the concrete green.

This lamp offers nine hours of use, with a charging time of four
hours via a standard USB cable. The rechargeable battery of the
Float lamp is replaceable while it provides over 500 cycles of
battery life, you can always replace the battery at the end of its
life cycle.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 3.5W, 2700K, 200 Lumens

IP Code: 55

Dimming: Integrated dimmer on the product.

Dimensions: Shade: Ø13.5cm
Shade Height: 4.5cm
Full Height: 117.7cm
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